
The I quiz  

All answers begin with the letter I.  In the case of names it is the surname that 

begins with that letter, unless otherwise stated.  

  

1. From what hard white material are elephants' tusks made?  

2. The Victorian Engineer Brunel had which first name?  

3. Which English-Australian yodelling singer had a No. 1 UK hit in 1962 with I 

Remember You  

4. Which Hampshire river, renowned for its fly fishing, joins Southampton water 

just south of the city of Southampton?  

5. According to the gospel of St Matthew Herod ordered the killing of young 

male children, an event known as the Slaughter of the what?  

6. What is the watering of land for agricultural purposes known as?   

7. What is the state of being annoyed or somewhat angry known as?  

8. What 5-letter word can precede pose, national, course and play?  

9. What 3-letter postfix can follow magnet, sex, sad and real?  

10. The first Russian Tsar, nicknamed "The Terrible", had what Christian name?  

11. Which Gilbert and Sullivan operetta has the subtitle The Peer and the Peri?  

12. Which member of the Monty Python team wrote and sang most of the songs, 

including Always Look on the Bright Side of Life?  

13. On which English-born novelist's work Goodbye to Berlin was the musical 

Cabaret based?  

14. Which city is the capital of Pakistan?  

15. Which metal, atomic number 26, has a name which is also a useful domestic 

item?  

16. What is an atom or molecule that carries an electric charge called?  

17.  What word is missing from this quotation from Thomas Gray: Where ______ 

is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise?  

18. Which US folk singer and actor, who appeared in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, had a 

UK hit with Little Bitty Tear?  

19. Which flower delivery company used the slogan Say it with Flowers?   

20. What substance, obtained from the swim bladders of fish is used for clearing, 

or "fining" proper beer? 


